
Burn Time:
Approx. 6 Hours

Substance:
Diethylene Glycol

Net Weight:  
195g

Burn Time:
Approx. 4 Hours

Substance:
Diethylene Glycol

Net Weight:  
145g

Burn Time:
Approx. 2 Hours

Substance:
Ethanol Gel

Net Weight:  
190g

Burn Time:
Approx. 2 Hours

Substance:
Methanol

Net Weight:  
190g
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hour2
Choose the best for your chafers with Choice 2 hour 
chafer gel fuel, the hottest and longest burning 
ethanol fuel on the market! Made from 200 proof 
gelled ethanol and capable of producing 1630 BTU’s 
per hour, its gelled formula provides a higher heat 
output than conventional wick fuels and allows 
approximately 2 hours of burn time. It is also easy 
to light, odorless, and burns clean without leaving 

residue. It delivers high-quality heat that burns 
hotter, longer, and safer than comparable fuels. 

This Choice fuel is also eco-friendly! Each 7 oz. can is made from recyclable 
aluminum, and the ethanol is produced using natural and recycled raw 
materials, resulting in a high-performance chafer fuel that is organic, 
biodegradable, and 100% recyclable. Made in the USA. Sold 72 per case.
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2 Hour - Ethanol Chafer Gel Fuel - 7 oz.  -  72/CS

CHAFING FUELCHAFING FUEL

hour2
Choose the best for your chafers with this Choice gel 
chafing methanol fuel! This traditional jelled fuel is 
the cleanest burning product of its kind. Capable of 
producing 1430 BTU’s per hour, this 7 oz. methanol 
chafing fuel creates a hot blue flame, ensuring you 
the least amount of soot and odor. With a burn time 
of 2 hours, keep your hot food or beverages hot and 
ready to serve. Perfect for catered events, this fuel 

chafing gel is ideal for weddings, banquets, 
buffets, hotels, and more! Sold 72 per case.

NOTE: Methanol fuel is unlawful in the state of Pennsylvania. It cannot be 
shipped to any customers in Pennsylvania
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2 Hour - Chafer Methanol Gel Fuel - 7 oz.  -  72/CS
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Choose the best for your chafers with Choice 4 hour 
chafer wick fuel! Capable of producing 890 BTU’s 
per hour, its wick design and non-flammable liquid 
diethylene glycol fuel promote safe burning and help to 
keep the can cool to the touch even during use, while 
still providing a consistent, long-lasting flame and 
approximately 4 hours of burn time. The end result is 
high-quality heat that burns hotter than comparable 

wick fuels, burns safe, and lasts long. For 
convenient storage when not in use, this 
can features a screw cap top.

This Choice fuel is also eco-friendly! Each can is made using recyclable aluminum, 
and contains fuel produced from sustainable resources. Sold 24 per case.

4 Hour - Chafer Wick Fuel  -  24/CS
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Choose the best for your chafers with Choice 6 hour 
chafer wick fuel! Capable of producing 890 BTU’s 
per hour, its wick design and non-flammable liquid 
diethylene glycol fuel promote safe burning and help to 
keep the can cool to the touch even during use, while 
still providing a consistent, long-lasting flame and 
approximately 6 hours of burn time. The end result is 
high-quality heat that burns hotter than comparable 

wick fuels, burns safe, and lasts long. For 
convenient storage when not in use, this 
can features a screw cap top.

This Choice fuel is also eco-friendly! Each can is made using recyclable aluminum, 
and contains fuel produced from sustainable resources. Sold 24 per case.

6 Hour - Chafer Wick Fuel  -  24/CS 


